Abstract. In the classical hidden Markov chain (HMC) model we have a hidden chain X , which is a Markov one and an observed chain Y . HMC are widely used; however, in some situations they have to be replaced by the more general "hidden semi-Markov chains" (HSMC), which are particular "triplet Markov chains" (TMC) ) , ,
INTRODUCTION
In the classical hidden Markov chain (HMC) model there is a hidden random chain X , which is a Markov one, and an observed random chain Y . HMC are efficient and widely used in numerous problems; however, in some situations they have to be replaced by the more general " hidden semi-Markov chains" (HSMC) [3, 5, 7, 10, 11] . Otherwise, it has been recently showed that HSMC are particular " triplet Markov chains" (TMC [8] 
, where an auxiliary chain U models the fact that X is semi-Markov [9] . Furthermore, it has been also showed that a non stationary classical hidden Markov chain can also be seen as a triplet Markov stationary chain with, as a consequence, the possibility of parameters estimation [6] . The aim of this paper is to use simultaneously both properties. We firstly consider a TMC ) , , (
, which is equivalent to a hidden semi-Markov chain. Then we consider that 1 T is not stationary, which is modeled by a second auxiliary random chain . Therefore we have a stationary TMC ) , , ( Y U X T = which models a non stationary HSMC (NSHSMC). We propose to use such a TMC in unsupervised hidden discrete signal segmentation. The parameters estimation is performed by an original variant of the general " Iterative Conditional Estimation" (ICE) method [1, 2, 4] , and the Bayesian segmentation is performed by the classical Maximum Posterior Mode (MPM) method. The interest of the new modeling and related processing is validated by some experiments. 
MODELING HIDDEN NON STATIONARY SEMI-MARKOV CHAINS WITH TRIPLET MARKOV CHAINS
1 
, with the auxiliary process ) , (
and the transitions ) , , , , (
that we can write as
. The particular transitions in this product, that define the new model we propose and that generalize formulas (1)- (2) above, are following: by the classical use of " forward" and " backward" probabilities, which gives
. Used in the Bayesian MPM classification. Concerning the parameters estimation method we use the " Iterative Conditional Estimation" (ICE) described below.
PARAMETERS' ESTIMATION AND BAYESIAN SEGMENTATION
In experiments below we will use the following particular case of the model (3) 
is not the exact duration of sojourn in 1
x , but the minimal duration. This defines a particular distribution of sojourn time on * N , which allows one to perform direct calculations, without resorting on Monte Carlo methods. Let us remark that a given distribution of W does not necessarily define an unique distribution of X ; however, this problem does not arise in our experiments and we will not deal with any more in this paper. From now, we will de by W the hidden process, which will be either ) , ( 
while its application to (7) and (8) 
Then we have 
EXPERIMENTS
We present below two series of experiments.
In the first one we simulate a particular hidden semi-Markov non stationary chain, where X takes its values in { } 
The observed y Y = is then segmented by there unsupervised methods. The first method is based on the very classical HMC model, the second one is based on a stationary HSMC, and the last one is based on the proposed TMC, equivalent to a NSHSMC. Of course, as the data follow the new model, the very Bayesian theory requires that its use give best results. However, the experiment is of interest because the three segmentations are performed in unsupervised manner, and in a rather strongly noisy context. Then the theoretical superiority of NSHSMC based method is no longer true, and the use of a simpler model like HSMC, or even HMC, which contains less parameters to be estimated, could possibly produce better results than the use of NSHSMC. Let us notice that one possible application is image segmentation, where the use of monodimensional chains is possible by associating the mono-dimensional processes with the bi-dimensional set of pixels by using the Hilbert-Peano scan [1, 2, 6] . The images x X = , 2 2 u U = , and y Y = so obtained are presented in Figure 1 . The results show that the theoretic hierarchy is saved in the unsupervised segmentation: NSHSMC work better than stationary HSMC, and stationary HSMC work better than stationary HMC. Otherwise, in spite of the very high level of the noise (see y Y = in Figure 1 ), their estimation with ICE give quite satisfying results when using NSHSMC (see Table1). In the second experiments, we consider a two classes image x X = and its noisy version y Y = (see Figure 2 , obtained by the use of Hilbert-Peano scan). As in the series above, y Y = is segmented by the same three unsupervised methods. Of course, the data follow no one of the three models and thus the objective here is study how the three models work in such a case. As we can see in Table 2 and Figure 2 , the same hierarchy is respected. Therefore we see that the NSHSMC based unsupervised method is better than the HSMC method, and the latter method is better than the HMC based one. In ICE method used the initialization has been performed by the classical c-means method. is itself stationary, it is possible to estimate its parameters using the general " Iterative Conditional Estimation" (ICE) method, which leads to unsupervised Bayesian segmentation methods. We proposed two series of experiments which show that, on the one hand, the hidden semi-Markov chains based unsupervised segmentation method work better that the classical hidden Markov chains based unsupervised segmentation method and, on the other hand, the new model based unsupervised segmentation method work better that the hidden semi-Markov chains based one. The classical hidden Markov chains are applied in various areas like Biosciences, Climatology, Communications, Ecology, Econometrics and Finance, Image or Signal processing. Therefore, the model we propose in this paper is likely to be useful and improve different processing in the same applications.
